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В. Kämpfer, В. Lukács, G. Wolf, H.W. Barz: Description ot the nuclear stopping process within 
anisotropic thermo hydrodynamics KFKI 1990 03/A 

ABSTRACT 

A genera'ized hydrodynamics is presented, which lakes into account the anisotropy of the 
nucteon momentum distribution in mis framework the dynamics ot the nuclear stopping process is 
studied 

6. Кэмпфер, Б. Лукач, Д. Вольф, Х . -В . Барэ: Описание ядерной остановки в 
неизотропической термо-гидродимамике. KFKI-1990-03/А 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Дается обобщенная гидродинамика, содержащая неизотрипическое распределение 
нуклонов в пространстве импульсов. В этих рамках изучается динамика ядерной ос
тановки . 

Kämpfer В., Lukács В., Wolf G., Barz H.W.: Maganyag lefékeződése anizotrop 
lermohidrodinamikában KFKI 1990 03/A 

KIVONAT 

Adunk oriy általánosított hidrodinamikai leírást, mely figyelembe veszi a nukleon 
impulzusoloszlás anizotrópiáját E kérőiben tanulmányozzuk a maganyag lefékeződésének 
dinamikáját 



High energy nuclear collisions are always accompanied by nonequilibrium 
phenomena, particularly in early collision stages. The substantial mean free 
path leads to some initial partial transparency and anisotropic Momentum 
distribution. No doubt, later the system evolves towards local equilibrium as 
shown by collective flow effects of heavy nuclei. Still, the observed 
differences in energy spectra in and perpendicularly to beam direction 
indicate am sotropy even at breakup. If one wants to include this effect of 
the mean free path and in the same time to retain the practical advantages of 
fluid dynamics and nuclear equation of state, he must go beyond standard 
dissipative thermo-hydrodynamice. Such attempts were made in refs. 1-3, 
however only for stationary effects. Now here we present a real dynamical 
calculation to describe nuclear stopping with anisotropic hydrodynamics. The 
essence of our approach is a genuinely anisotropic energy-momentum tensor for 
an anisotropic relativistic fluid. Me show tbat then at least one e::tra vector 
field ( in addition to the tout—velocity), or a tensor <in addition to the 
metric tensor) must appear. The present paper is directly connected to a 
previous one [11 which studied thermodynamics of anisotropic systems. 

Here the nuclear matter is regarded as a single and indivisible 
interacting unit. This is the decisive contrast to multi-fluid models, where 
the matter is described by a superposition of subsystems, each in local 
equilibrium. We include the anisotropy by a suitable parametrisation of the 

> к г 
Lorentz-invariant distribution f(p,a >• The usual parametrisation f=flu p 

Ж i i У 
;ot > (where p is the particle momentum, u (x ) is the four-velocity, and 
i v. ex iv. ) stands for a set of thermodynamic parameters) describes isotropic 

situations, since in the local rest frame, where uu=(l,0>, f depends only on 
the square of 3-momentum. So even if the set oc is wider tha.i minimal, only 
local relaxation (temporal nanequilibrium) effects Are included [41, but by no 
means any anisotropy. For the latter at least a second, four-vector tl is 
needed in order to parametrize the distribution function by 

f * f(u pr,t р г,;Л (1) 
(In ref. 5 a second rank tensor is used for anisotropy via Q p p ; however a 
vector is the simplest possibility.) Since now the phenomenology is 
considered, specification of the parameters may be postponed. Even then, the 
structure is fixed. Conserved baryon current nv and energy-momentum T ' are 

well defined identifiable physical quantities. They are connected to the 
distribution function f via 

n'' = /p'f(d3p/E); т'Л: = V p k f <d3p/E) (2) 
These quantities obey balance laws 



n . = и; т . = о (3) 
NON one can define the f ou r - ve loc i t y by the Eckart gauge as 

n = nu <4) 

Hhere u i s a u n i t vector and n i s the baryon dens i ty (measured by the 

observer moving w i th u*"). Using t h i s f i e l d and the ( s t i l l unspeci f ied) t \ T l f c 

can be decomposed as 

T =eu u +/?(u t +t u )+qt t t +p(g +u u )+ (5> 

where the further terms would contain vectors orthogonal to both \\ and tl, so 
Must be built up from gradients. (Two well known examples from isotropic 
fluids are the heat conduction and shear viscosity.) Such gradients drive 
equilibration between different points via transports we concentrate on JocaJ 
equilibration, so neglect transport terms here. Eq. (5) is the general 
decomposition of a symmetric 2-tensor with respect of 2 vectors, if the 
remaining part is isotropic (see also ref. L). 

In usual 2-fluid models [71 the two velocity fields possess 6> independent 
components. Here it is also the natural degree of freedom. Namely tl stands 
for spatial anisotropy, so it is physical to choose it a pure space vector in 
comoving frame: u t =0. Requiring reflection invariance for the change of 
definition t =)r-t one gets ß-О. Then in comoving frame 

T i k 

'e 0 0 0 
0 p 0 0 
0 0 p 0 
0 0 0 p+q 

(6) 

Structure (6) supports our choice of symbols in (5), namely e for energy 
density and p for isotropic thermodynamic pressure. Quantity q is just the 
difference between dynamic pressures in beam direction and perpendicularly. 
Now remember that the vector tL is still unspecified, except for its 
direction, that it parametrizes the anisotropy of the one-particle 
distribution, and larger anisotropy result in larger q as well. Without 
microscopy any choice has the same right, so we take the simplest one 

characterizing the anisotropic local thermodynamic state. Refs. 2 and 8 
contain techniques how to select the particular form of the extra extensive if 

the momentum-dependence of interactions is fully known, which is definitely 
not the present situation. 

The entropy current vector can be decomposed as 
S = 3U + ft v ... < /) 

where dgain the neglected terms contain gradients «and automatically vanish 
for plane symmetry). Thermodynamic relations for the entropy s<e,n,q) as a 
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potential can be found in ref. l, and more details will be given elsewhere. 
Here we only recall 

e»Ts-p+un+vc: 1'1=Оъ/Ое; -u/T=«»s/dh; -v/T=«ís/«íq <8> 
thu3 defining the usual intensives as well as v, the measure of the relative 
velocity of subsystems IT one tries to find a link to the 2-fluid picture. 

The second law of thermodynamics requires 
s r > 0 (9) 

Using eqs. (3-4), (6) and the balance equations the second law (B) gives an 
unequality constraint for q (where the dot stands for the comoving derivative 
ur<9 ). (The formula is rather long and will not be given here.) The unequality 
must hold for any velocity field, amsotropy, be. This prescribes definite 
counterterms in the evolution equation of q, and a structureas well. One gets: 

Г » t'Aős/ős) (10) 
(but in the present approach ;?=0 anyways), and then also 

с * \-quT +qt~2iő*/de) (0s/Äj)"Vt\i (11> 
by which eq. (B) reduces to 

<de/dq)\ > 0. 
Therefore only the X term is responsible for the entropy production, and the 
Microscopy benind it may be thermalisation of longitudinal momenta. Eq. (11) 
suggests the use of a relaxation time approach 

X % -q/т (12) 
Ref. S evaluated the time scale of isotroplsat ion of an initially ellipsoideal 
«omentum distribution by means of nucleon-nucleon cross sections, and in our 
language the result can be written as 

T » «n»)" 1! 0 « 2 fm 2 (13) 
Now we have a complete system of evolution equations cast into the form 
n +• n>? s 0; 
в + (e+p+q) * = 0; 
#'' + (e+p+q?"*i <p+q)V- <p+q>, g L r} = 0; (14} 
q • (q+q/v>£ + <-,nq = 0, 

where £su r and a'=uv u r. hote the formal similarity between the roles of a 
(f »f 

and the von Neumann-Richtmyer artificial viscosity. 
Now, as a simplified but, already nontrivial dynamical calculation we 

consider the evolution o* variables for a slab-geometry collision. The nuclear 
equation of state is as in refs. 1 *nd •? with a quadratic compression 0-=2J0 
MeV) • thermal Bo It smarm; pi uns are neglected. 

Our first observation is that at high о values (large nuclear stopping 
power) the prediction of the shock front model recovers; the same holds for 
unreal ist ically thief slabs. This is an interesting byproduct of our 
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approximations. In particular, at large boam energies t?,e numerical solutions 
of eqs. (Mi with a crudely centered staggered leapfrog schäme coincide oette>-
with the solutions or the snocfc front model than tnose relying on the use с* 
the artificial viscosity. I.e. decaying an isotrop y uissioateä more efficiently 
the ambidirectionai flow energy. 

The other limiting rase is <>«*0, when there is no dissipation of the 
«•bidirectional flew. Then, due to the assumed mirror symmetry /?=0 the spatial 
component of the four-velocity и vanishes, as expected for 2 identical 
independent interpenetrating fluids in cms. However even in this case our 
model clearly differs from 2-fluid ones. In them there are 2*3=6 independent 
variables at each point <2#ie,n,u>), while we have 4 variables íe,n,u,«>. 

Still, we find v to agree with u , índicatino that v is the half of tr.e 
•:IM 

relative velocity of the counterstreamtng subsystems (as expected from the 

last of eq. (7) together with energy considerations in ref. 1>. 

Some numerical results are displayed on Fig. 1 for E, ~ 1 GeV/A, r)=2 

fm and thickness 10 fm. The evolution is followed in a special "comoving" 

system <if,t) defined by 

x=x<t;£); x(0;£)*lf; n<#:/<?£')/r=const 

where now у stands for the Lorentz factor. Then F, is a label of a fluid 
element and t is roughly y*icm* time). Fig. 1 shows that the compression 
proceeds in two steps: a relative steep density increase is followed by a slow 
further one. The transition stage coincides with the maximum of v. During the 
first stage the flow velocity substantially decreases but at the transition 
its value is not yet 0. The later slow decrease goes parallelly with the 
decays of the an isotropу q (not displayed» and relative velocity v. In this 
second stage a considerable part of the beam energy is not yet dissipated, the 
present parameters (r/ and the thickness; are not large enough to produce a 
picture resembling the shock model. One is left with ratner inhomogeneous 
profiles. The density remains definitely below that of given by the snack 
model, while central temperature is largely above. 

In cur picture stopping means tn»o things» that both the spatial component 
of ul (in cms»and v ior q) vanish. In the central region both conditions are 
roughly fulfilled after 15 fm/c. After its maximum v decays e«ponentia!ly (as 
q does, cf. re*, b). Howevsr the surface elements bounce at КЛ2 fm/c, wnen a 
rarefaction wa/e travels inwards. In the rarefaction rone *>0 and (as seen 
from eo. (14) and Fig. 1) this drives a fast non-exponential dec-ease of q. in 
this sense the matter (at least m our approach) canr.oc be called complete!/ 
stopped i:- any t:ae, because u and v does not vanish simultaneously, except 
for th2 very center, approximately. 
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For smaller nuclei t">e innomogeneous profiles ars ever, more pronounced 

[93 and tne stopping 15 even less compile. The value >=Z fm* 15 based on free 

nucleon-nucleon coss -sections, ̂ s snown in ref. 10, collective in-medium 
effects «ay considerably diminish tne mesn free path, e.g. enlarge the 
value. Such effects, increasing the stopping cower, nay give results much more 
resembling shock fronts. Therefore for ccmpansc-n with experimental data and 
for oetermimng tne nuclear equation of state more '-eliable determinations of 
r? Hill be needed as weil as to e:--tend the geometry of the flow to 3D 
calculations. 

In summary, here the simplest variant of a fluid dynamical model 
including anisotropy of nucleon momentum distribution has been presented. The 
model visualizes the dynamics of dissipation of interpenetrating flow and 
stopping. The usual one-fluid picture is a clear limiting case, while some 
features of 2-fluid pictures are recovered at very high energies, but there 
the two descriptions are not identical for degrees of freedom. 
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Fig. I« The time evolution of the spatial component ol flow velocity u 
and measure of relative velocity v in comaving elements labelled by 
their initial locations if for the right hand side of a symmetric 
collision. (Labelsi /» 0.5 fm, 2: 2.5 fm, 3t 4.5 fm, 4: 6.5 fm, 5» B.5 
fm.) More details in tent. 
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Fig. 2: The sa.i»e as on Fig. 2, for density n and temperature T. 
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